ESTABLISHING SAFE CONTACT

Safe Contact Scale: On a scale of 0 - 10, where 10 is you are 100% confident that the children will be safe during contact and 0 is you think is it very likely that the children will be harmed during contact, where are you on this scale?

Worries about contact? (What are you worried might happen to the children during contact that has you scaling this low on the safe contact scale?)

Existing Safety for contact? (What safety is already in place for contact and what protection is provided by the parents/others that has you scaling this high on the safe contact scale?)

What needs to happen for the contact to be safe? (What else would you need to see in place or the parents/others doing during contact and in preparing for contact for you to scale at a '10' on the safe contact scale?)

This contact map is being used to help everyone talk together about what needs to happen for there to be safe contact between _____________ and _____________.
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This contact map is being used to help everyone talk together about what needs to happen for proposed changes in contact between __________ and __________ to be safe. The proposed changes to contact are ____________________________

**Safe Contact Scale:**
On a scale of 0 - 10, where 10 is you are very confident there is enough safety to move to unsupervised contact or to increase contact, and 0 is you are really worried that the children will be harmed if contact is increased in this way, where are you on this scale?

**Worries about contact?**
(What are you worried might happen to the children if contact is unsupervised or increased that has you scoring this low on the safe contact scale?)

**Existing Safety for contact?**
(What safety is already in place during contact and what protection is provided by the parents/others that has you scoring this high on the safe contact scale?)

**What needs to happen for the contact to be safe?**
(What else would you need to see in place or the parents/others doing during contact for you to scale at a ‘10’ on the safe contact scale?)